
Alco Preventions Drug Simulation Glasses to Show Effects of Hallucinogenic Substances, LSD, Tripis 

at 79.00 incl. tax – Designed for Educational and Training Purposes (Black) 

DRUG SIMULATION GOGGLES: Experience the simulated effects of taking several hallucinogenic 

drugs, LSD, Tripis with a pair of these alcohol impairment glasses. So, you’ll be able to know when to 

say no more. 

FOR EDUCATIONAL & TRAINING PURPOSES: The use of drunk simulation goggles helps you 

understand how the effects of drugs translate into poor judgment and impaired skills, and the risk 

associated with it. 

FEATURES: Made from impact-resistant material for comfort, durability, and easy maintenance. This 

is not a toy, don’t use it as protective or sports goggles, and always use it under the supervision of an 

educator in a secure environment. 

REALISTIC EFFECTS: Our vision training glasses show effects such as modified perception of space, 

visual disturbances and dizziness, lack of concentration, optical distortion in 4 dimensions, increased 

motor dysfunction, feeling of euphoria. 

SIMULATION OF HALLUCINOGENIC SUBSTANCES: These drunk goggles are equipped with an 

exclusive lens that allows exercises to be carried out with full awareness and safety.  

DESCRIPTION: 

Drug addiction can affect your ability to think clearly and make decisions. That's why we've 

developed these Alcohol Simulation Glasses to be an effective method to demonstrate the effects of 

drugs on vision, movement, and speech. They block out peripheral vision and filter out certain 

colors, distorting your view as you would see with too much drug in your system. 

The drunk simulation goggles are a pretty cool tool that help you realize the affected field of view 

and depth of vision when intoxicated, making it extremely difficult to complete a given task. It also 

simulates the effect on your motor skills by making it difficult for you to move quickly or accurately. 

Your balance will be off, making it harder for you to walk in a straight line or stand up straight 

without swaying back and forth. 

Our drunk driving goggles can be used by teachers, driving instructors, military and police officers, or 

work safety trainers as a fun way to demonstrate how drugs affects people's performance in various 

situations, such as driving a car or having an important conversation. They're realistic enough that 

you’ll feel like you're actually taking hallucinogenic substances, but safe enough to use in classrooms 

or at home. These are also potentially useful for the public awareness for the anti-drug use 

campaign. 

What's great about these glasses is that you don't have to be a professional to experience the effects 

of drugs. In fact, you could even use them as a real eye-opener to demonstrate why it's okay to not 

abuse drugs at all. These drunk goggles glasses might be a helpful and fun way to learn about the 

harmful effects drugs can have on your body, and provide another perspective on how serious drug 

abuse truly is. 

 

 

 



 

 


